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ABSTRACT The aim of the study was to analyze the bacteriome of acute otitis me-
dia with a novel modification of next-generation sequencing techniques. Outpatient
children with acute otitis media were enrolled in the study, and middle ear fluids were
collected during 90 episodes from 79 subjects aged 5 to 42 months (median age,
19 months). The bacteriome profiles of middle ear fluid samples were determined by a
nested-PCR amplification of the 16S rRNA gene (V4 region), followed by mass sequenc-
ing. The profiling results were compared to the results of specific PCR assays targeting
selected prevalent pathogens. Bacteriome profiling using nested amplification of low-
volume samples was aided by a bioinformatic subtraction of signal contaminants from
the recombinant polymerase, achieving a sensitivity slightly lower than that of specific
PCR detection. Streptococcus pneumoniae was detected in 28 (31%) samples, Haemophi-
lus influenzae in 24 (27%), Moraxella catarrhalis in 18 (20%), Staphylococcus spp. in 21
(23%), Turicella otitidis in 5 (5.6%), Alloiococcus otitidis in 3 (3.3%), and other bacteria in
14 (16%) using bacteriome profiling. S. pneumoniae was the dominant pathogen in 14
(16%) samples, H. influenzae in 15 (17%), M. catarrhalis in 5 (5.6%), T. otitidis in 2, and
Staphylococcus auricularis in 2. Weaker signals of Prevotella melaninogenica, Veillonella
dispar, and Veillonella montpellierensis were noted in several samples. Fourteen samples
(16%) were not explainable by bacterial pathogens; novel causative agents were not de-
tected. In conclusion, unbiased bacteriome profiling helped in depicting the true mutual
quantitative ratios of ear bacteria, but at present, its complicated protocol impedes its
routine clinical use.

IMPORTANCE Although S. pneumoniae, H. influenzae, and M. catarrhalis have been
long established as the most important pathogens in acute otitis media using cul-
ture and specific PCR assays, the knowledge of their mutual quantitative relations
and possible roles of other bacteria is incomplete. The advent of unbiased bacteri-
ome 16S rRNA gene profiling has allowed the detection of nearly all bacteria pres-
ent in the sample, and it helps in depicting their mutual quantitative ratios. Due to
the difficulties in performing mass sequencing in low-volume samples, only a few
bacteriome-profiling studies of otitis media have been published, all limited to cases
of chronic otitis media. Here, we present a study on samples obtained from young
children with acute otitis media, successfully using a strategy of nested PCR coupled
with mass sequencing, and demonstrate that the method can confer quantitative in-
formation hardly obtainable by other methods.
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According to traditional bacterial culture, Haemophilus influenzae, Streptococcus
pneumoniae, and Moraxella catarrhalis have been established as the main causes

of acute otitis media (AOM) (1, 2). The detection of bacterial species by culture can,
however, be biased by the various growth properties of the agents, and therefore, the
popularity of molecular testing is growing: it can provide more exact information about
the bacterial etiology of AOM and has also been instrumental in the systematic
detection of novel candidate organisms, such as Alloiococcus otitidis (3).

Since AOM evolves relatively fast and results from an acute inflammatory process,
the presence of any bacterium in high quantity in the middle ear fluid (MEF) is generally
accepted as a sign of its causative role in that AOM episode. However, causality is less
clear for bacterial species that are found in lower quantities in the MEF. Occasionally,
viruses are the causative agents, and the continuous feed of nasopharyngeal flora
through the eustachian tube during the inflammatory process may mislead the bac-
teriological assessment. Furthermore, the external ear canal may contaminate the
sample, depending on the way the MEF is collected upon myringotomy. Others (3–11)
and we (12) have performed studies with specific PCR detection assays for MEF bacteria
in AOM: although the studies differed in the definition of cases, in the spectrum of
tested pathogens, and in the PCR primers and protocols used, they mostly agreed on
the high frequencies and quantities of H. influenzae and S. pneumoniae, whereas the
frequencies of other bacterial species have varied widely between the studies.
Bacteriome-profiling methods were therefore warranted for obtaining an unbiased
picture of the bacterial flora and to discover as-yet-unidentified bacteria (7).

Mass sequencing has made it possible to characterize the whole bacteriome by
parallel profiling of the 16S rRNA gene in the whole bacterial population. Theoretically,
its unbiased character allows the detection of nearly all bacteria present in the sample,
their taxonomic evaluation, and mutual relative quantification. This makes it possible to
obtain more detailed information on pathogens in AOM and to identify microbes
whose etiological role could have remained dubious using traditional microbe-specific
methods.

However, the application of mass sequencing in research on otitis media has proven
difficult, and only three studies of otitis media based on 16S rRNA gene profiling have
been published to date (13–15), all of them on chronic otitis media. The paucity of
published studies has clearly demonstrated the technical difficulty in the amplification
of low-quantity samples with primers carrying indices and adapters for the mass
sequencing.

The goal of the present study was to characterize the bacterial composition of MEF
from young Finnish children with AOM and assess the role of pathogens not estab-
lished in the disease etiology. For this purpose, we adapted a protocol of sensitive
nested PCR coupled with mass sequencing, capable of characterizing bacterial 16S
rRNA gene profiles in samples with small quantities of bacteria.

RESULTS
Samples and their bacterial profiles. Ninety MEF samples obtained during AOM

episodes were collected from 79 children aged 5 to 42 months (median age, 19 months).
Eleven children contributed two samples during two separate AOM episodes.

The compositions of the 16S rRNA gene profiles of the MEF samples are shown in
Fig. 1, along with the culture results. The relative presence and relative abundance of
different bacteria are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2. The 16S rRNA gene signal of an
individual taxon in a sample was expressed as the fraction of the overall signal from
that sample. Bacteria in individual samples were quantified into four categories, as
follows: (i) the dominant pathogen (half or more of the sequencing signal within a
sample), (i) the sole finding, with less than half of the signal (the rest of the signal being
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FIG 1 Bacteria found in AOM samples and strengths of their signals. The vertical axis shows individual samples: /2, second sample from
the subject; PERF, sample from perforation; TS, sample from tympanostomy tube; other samples are from myringotomy; c, culture; neg.,
culture negative; Sp, S. pneumoniae; Hi, H. influenzae; Mc, M. catarrhalis; Sa, Staphylococcus aureus; other, other bacteria. The horizontal

(Continued on next page)
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contaminant signal from the recombinant polymerase), (iii) a nondominant part of a
mixed flora (the bacterium being assigned less than half of reads and present with
others in the sample), and (iv) negative (no reads or less than 3% of the signal within
the sample).

The most frequently observed species was S. pneumoniae, being present in 28 (31%)
samples, in half of which it showed a strong, dominant signal. The second most
frequently observed pathogen was H. influenzae (24 samples [27%]), also frequently
dominant. Simultaneous strong positivity of these two agents was observed only once
in our data set (S. pneumoniae and H. influenzae in sample 1 of patient 7) (Fig. 1).
M. catarrhalis was present in 18 (20%) profiles, most often as a part of mixed flora in
rather small quantities. However, in five samples (5.6%), it was a clearly dominant
pathogen with few or no other bacteria present.

Staphylococcus spp. were frequent as a genus (21 samples [23%]) but were seldom
the dominant pathogen (3 samples). The variable region 4 (V4) 16S rRNA gene profiles
were not instrumental in further taxonomic classification of staphylococci, as the
sequences of V4 are identical for numerous Staphylococcus species. From the previous
testing, we knew that only one of the samples was positive for S. aureus among those
with Staphylococcus as dominant pathogen (patient 44) (Fig. 1). We therefore per-
formed Sanger sequencing of the V3 to V5 regions for the remaining two samples with
dominant Staphylococcus signals (patients 20 and 21) (Fig. 1) and found strong signals
for Staphylococcus auricularis; this bacterium was also found in smaller quantities in
several other samples by specific PCR.

Bacteria less often implicated in AOM etiology. Turicella otitidis was observed in
five samples (5.6%), of which two occurrences were a strongly positive dominant
finding, one was a weaker signal from a sole bacterium present in the sample, and two
came from mixed flora. A. otitidis was found in three samples (3.3%), always as a
component of polymicrobial flora: once with H. influenzae (patient 6), once with
M. catarrhalis and a Staphylococcus sp. (patient 23), and once with a Staphylococcus sp.
(patient 45).

No other bacteria were noted as strong dominant pathogens, but upon inspection
of the weaker signals, we found and confirmed Prevotella melaninogenica, Veillonella
dispar, and Veillonella montpellierensis, mostly as a component of a multibacterial flora
(Fig. 1).

No candidate for a causative agent was found in 14 samples (16%), either because
there remained no bacterial signal after subtraction of contaminant signal arising from
PCR chemicals (11 instances) or because such a signal was weak and could not be
unambiguously taxonomically assigned (3 instances).

Comparison with specific PCR. The positive results of 16S profiling showed very
good agreement with the results of specific PCR tests performed previously for H. in-
fluenzae, S. pneumoniae, M. catarrhalis, and A. otitidis (12). The PCR testing was done
before this mass sequencing was performed and was therefore blinded to the profiling
results. The comparison is plotted in Fig. 3. The agreement between the profiling and
specific PCR quantification was especially tight when the pathogen was dominant. The
negativity of a bacterium in the 16S profile, however, was not an entirely reliable
indicator of its true absence: very small quantities of bacteria often remained unde-

FIG 1 Legend (Continued)
axis shows the nine most abundant species or genera that exceeded 3% of the total sample sequencing signal in at least two AOM
samples. The intersections are the relative abundances of the total sequencing signal as percentages (rounded to the nearest integer).
Taxa comprising �3% of the total sample sequencing signal were disregarded. The assignation of species by 16S rRNA gene profiling is
simplified, since the 16S profiling of the V4 region could not distinguish between closely related species in several instances, as follows.
(i) S. pneumoniae and the less frequent S. pseudopneumoniae; the latter is commonly (mis)identified as S. pneumoniae by clinical
microbiology laboratories worldwide. The sequence of the profiled V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene is also closely related to those of
several other streptococci. (ii) H. influenzae and the less frequent H. haemolyticus; the latter could be excluded in culture-positive cases
by its beta hemolysis. (iii) M. catarrhalis and the less frequent Moraxella nonliquefaciens; the two could be differentiated only by classic
microbiological techniques, including differences in typical antibiograms. Finally, (iv) the 16S profiles in the V4 region are identical in
many Staphylococci; please see the text for methods that disentangled the signals.
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tected by 16S profiling, yet they were still positive in specific PCR tests (e.g., M. ca-
tarrhalis with a PCR signal beyond cycle 35). Furthermore, the use of variable region V4
of the 16S rRNA gene did not allow detailed determination of the species of several
genera of important pathogens, so accurate species identification was inferred from
specific PCR tests we had performed before (12).

DISCUSSION

The present work demonstrates that only a limited repertoire of bacteria can be
deemed responsible for the majority of pediatric AOM cases. The three main causative

TABLE 1 Bacteria found in the 16S profiles

Finding in the bacterial profilea

No. of samples positive for the species
(n � 90)

No. of positive samples % of all samples

Streptococcus pneumoniae 28 31
As a dominant pathogenb 14 16
Sole finding but �50% of signalc 3 3.3
Nondominant part of mixed florad 11 12

Haemophilus influenza 24 27
As a dominant pathogen 15 17
Sole finding but �50% of signal 3 3.3
Nondominant part of mixed flora 6 6.7

Moraxella catarrhalis 18 20
As a dominant pathogen 5 5.6
Sole finding but �50% of signal 4 4.4
Nondominant part of mixed flora 9 10

Staphylococcus spp. 21 23
As a dominant pathogen 3 3.3
Sole finding but �50% of signal 6 6.7
Nondominant part of mixed flora 12 13

Turicella otitidis 5 5.6
As a dominant pathogen 2 2.2
Sole finding but �50% of signal 1 1.1
Nondominant part of mixed flora 2 2.2

Alloiococcus otitidis 3 3.3
As a dominant pathogen 0 0
Sole finding but �50% of signal 0 0
Nondominant part of mixed flora 3 3.3

Other bacteria not listed above 14 16
As a dominant pathogen 0 0
Sole finding but �50% of signal 3e 3.3
Nondominant part of mixed flora 11f 12

No clear bacterial finding 14 16
No bacterium found 11 12
Undetermined species, �5% of signal 3 3.3

aThe bacteria originating from the PCR components (Taq polymerase) are not shown.
bA dominant pathogen was defined as a bacterium that makes up half or more of the total 16S rRNA gene
profile.

cBacterium occupying 3.0 to 49% of the sequencing signal; no other bacteria were detectable over the
threshold 3.0% signal except the contaminant signal from Taq polymerase.

dBacterium occupying 3 to 49% of the sequencing signal; also, other bacteria were present in the profile
at �3.0%.

ePrevotella melaninogenica (4% in sample from patient 41 and 6% in sample from patient 48) and
undetermined Sphingobacterium (8% in patient 72). All three samples were taken by myringotomy.

fPrevotella melaninogenica (31% of the profile of sample from patient 73, 3% in patient 22, and 4% in patient
50), Veillonella dispar (20% in patient 73 and 10% in patient 72), Veillonella montpellierensis (13% in patient
67, 6% in patient 73, and 4% in patient 2), Lactococcus lactis (7% in patient 15 and 7% in second sample
from patient 59), Corynebacterium tuberculostearicum (4% from patient 50 and 3% from patient 70, both in
samples with dominant S. pneumoniae), and undetermined Sphingobacterium.
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bacteria, S. pneumoniae, H. influenzae, and M. catarrhalis, are complemented by the less
prevalent T. otitidis, A. otitidis, and S. auricularis. The bacteriome profiling sets the
bacteria in a mutual quantitative context and, thus, contrasts species with a likely
etiological contribution to other species present in much smaller quantities.

Although we observed no novel dominant causative agents, our results may con-
tribute to the knowledge of species only rarely seen in AOM. First, T. otitidis was a
clearly dominant pathogen in two samples and the sole abundant bacterium in another
sample. So far, the discussion of whether this agent is a colonizer from the outer ear
canal or a causative pathogen has not been resolved (16)— our results suggest that in
some AOM cases, it could be a true causative agent. Second, another such causative
agent may be S. auricularis, which was present in high abundance in two samples in
children without tympanostomy tubes. The bacterium was first described in 1983 by
Kloos and Schleifer (17), who found it to be an important component of the flora of the
external auditory canal. Despite several anecdotal reports on severe infections with this
bacterium (e.g., see references 18 and 19), it has been mostly regarded only as a cause
of otitis externa (20). Although we cannot exclude that both of our findings of
S. auricularis represent massive inadvertent contaminations from the external auditory
canal, the large quantity in the MEF may rather point toward genuine replication in the
middle ear.

FIG 2 Quantities of the bacteria assessed using the proportions within the individual sample profiles.
Negs, count of samples that were negative for the bacterium in the 16S profiling, i.e., had a quantity
lower than 3% of the profile signal.
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The proportion of A. otitidis in our set of AOM samples was lower than in some other
earlier studies, and this organism’s signal was seen exclusively as part of polymicrobial
infections. The bacterium was the most prevalent one in the 16S rRNA gene profile in
one sample only, but even then, two other organisms were clearly present. Although
A. otitidis has attracted considerable attention in the literature since it was first reported
in otitis media (21), we are afraid that some of the later reports may have overestimated
its frequency and abundance, possibly due to technical limitations of the PCR assays
used therein. While earlier works correctly utilized molecular assays that confirmed the
correctness of the product by accurately determining its length on polyacrylamide gels
or verified its character by using melting analysis, sequencing, or ligation reaction (5, 22,
23), some of the later studies relied solely only on agarose gel electrophoresis without
any verification of the inner sequence of the product (3, 4, 24–27); some of these
detection results might be incorrect. Under less stringent conditions, the primers (22)
tend toward cross-reaction with human DNA, yielding a fragment of 238 bases (chr2:
233,742,816 –233,743,053 in the GRCh38 assembly), whose size is usually indistinguish-
able from the amplicon size of A. otitidis (261 bases) in agarose gel electrophoresis.

A previous study by Smith-Vaughan et al. has suggested that the summed abun-
dance of three major pathogens detected by specific PCRs in AOM is much lower than
the total bacterial load estimated by another assay (7). The authors called for the use
of bacteriome-profiling methods as a possible solution to the discrepancy, because
they assumed that a large proportion of the total bacterial load might be comprised of
as-yet-unidentified bacteria. Most likely, this is not the case. First, as the authors stated,
instead of using MEF samples collected under sterile conditions, they had to resort to
testing ear discharge samples, which may have been strongly contaminated with ear

FIG 3 Comparison of detection by specific real-time PCR and by 16S profiling. Horizontal axis, threshold cycle of the respective specific
PCR; vertical axis, proportion of the overall profiling signal within the sample. Note that the V4 sequence of Streptococcus pneumoniae
is nearly identical to those of several further streptococci (e.g., Streptococcus dentisani, Streptococcus tigurinus, Streptococcus oralis,
Streptococcus mitis, and Streptococcus infantis). These are most likely present in several samples, denoted by crosses along the vertical
axis of the top left panel: here, the pneumococcus-specific real-time PCR test using the autolysin gene (lytA) is negative, but the weak
signal in 16S profiling indicates the presence of these streptococci.
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canal flora. Second, the difference may be an artifact caused by, e.g., the mutual
difference in efficacies of amplification of the four primer pairs used for specific PCR
detection. Finally, the signal from the recombinant polymerase might inflate the total
bacterial load in low-abundance samples. In contrast, our approach offers quite accu-
rate characterization of the 16S profiles, because the set of contaminant species that
originated from Taq polymerase has been characterized and subtracted, incidentally
providing a kind of internal quantitative standard. Thus, the present study was able to
characterize the whole spectrum of bacteria, and still, the previously described patho-
gens constituted the majority of the profiles without any support for the existence of
a major unknown bacterial causative agent.

The sensitivity of 16S rRNA gene profiling stands between the low sensitivity of
culture and the high sensitivity of specific PCR assays targeted to individual organisms.
This can be seen from the results of the present study and is especially pronounced for
M. catarrhalis. Here, the sensitivity of specific PCR clearly superseded that of 16S
profiling. Regarding theoretical considerations of the potential of 16S profiling as a
diagnostic tool, although it is rather sensitive in the present modification, it could not
be relied upon as a primary diagnostic tool in a situation where the disease is mostly
caused by a limited set of several well-known agents with available specific PCR tests.
We also observed many small-quantity findings in the 16S profiles where it has not
been clarified whether they reflect true biological significance of the agent: indeed, the
DNA profiling may detect dead bacteria, although studies in chinchillas have shown
that bacterial DNA in MEF disappears within 3 days of bacterial cell death (28).
Moreover, innocuous bacteria may passively enter the middle ear during viral infection
and can be detected in small quantities during AOM caused by viral pathogens. In
addition, some of the bacteria detected with sequencing might reflect the normal flora
of the middle ear (15). In instances with positive culture, the identified organisms were
detected by 16S rRNA gene profiling as well, with the single exception of a sample that
was positive for S. pneumoniae by culture and specific PCR. That sample was negative
for S. pneumoniae in the 16S profile, while three other organisms were detected.

The literature on 16S profiling in otitis media is scanty and limited to chronic otitis
media only: Liu et al. analyzed one patient with chronic otitis media (13), and Jervis-
Bardy et al. analyzed 11 children with otitis media with effusion using one round of PCR
and failed to obtain sufficient signals in half of the samples (14). Recently, Neeff et al.
utilized nested PCR in the characterization of bacteriome profiles in 24 predominantly
adult patients with chronic suppurative otitis media (71% with cholesteatoma) and 22
healthy control ears (15). Thus, the present study is a significant contribution to the
field, being the largest 16S profiling study of otitis media and the only one of AOM so
far. We obtained a clear 16S signal from the majority of MEF samples and were able to
confirm most of our findings by specific PCR. Together with the work by Neeff et al. (15),
we demonstrated that nested PCR is necessary for 16S amplification of MEF. While Neeff
et al. terminated the nested amplification before a false signal from the Taq polymerase
could emerge, we used much longer amplification with fully developed false signal in
negative controls, which was then subtracted from the signals for real samples. This
new modification solved the well-known problem of samples with low bacterial
content—the ribosomal nucleic acid coming from the Taq polymerase in the PCRs
competes with the true signal coming from the sample (29, 30). We optimized this
method to achieve the lowest possible level of contaminating background signal using
a strategy inspired by Spangler et al. (31), and similar to their results, the optimal
chemistry found was HotStar polymerase (Qiagen). An additional advantage of com-
putational subtraction of the polymerase-derived signal is that a stable low level of
contamination serves as an excellent internal control in 16S profiling. The relative
quantity of any ear bacterium may then serve as a guide to indicate the relevance of
a pathogen.

The middle ear is sterile according to specific PCR tests and bacterial cultures (32).
However, Neeff et al. detected bacteria with mass sequencing of samples from healthy
adults’ middle ears in up to 43% of cases (15). They showed that bacterial loads in the
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healthy middle ear and mastoid cavity are low. They detected small amounts of species
from genera like Novosphingobium, Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, Escherichia-Shigella,
and Burkholderia. Of those bacteria, only Staphylococcus species were detected in our
study, and in 20% of the samples, it was seen in low abundance, which might reflect
its role as part of the normal microbiota of the middle ear or as a contaminant from
the outer ear canal. These studies, however, cannot answer questions about normal
pediatric middle ear flora.

This study has several important technological strengths. First, our protocol was able
to provide reliable signals from the majority of the 90 samples, including the low-
abundance samples. The use of triplicate reactions helped substantially to ensure a
homogenous signal, which could then be used for profiling. Because of the relative
quantification that is a characteristic of the 16S profiling, we were able to distinguish
dominant pathogens present in large quantities from the signals of bacteria present in
small quantities whose pathogenic participation might be unlikely. The existence of a
stable background arising from the rRNA gene contaminating the recombinant poly-
merase served as an exogenous internal control of amplification and a competitive PCR
target. We verified and confirmed all prominent signals from the 16S profiling by means
of specific real-time PCR from the original samples. In most cases, we used yet another
level of verification by performing Sanger sequencing of the ensuing PCR products. This
degree of certainty is, to our knowledge, rather exceptional among studies of bacteria
in AOM.

One limitation of the described method is its complicated protocol: for clinical use,
a considerable daily count of samples would be needed to make the 16S sequencing
cost effective. This generally renders the method unsuitable for routine clinical practice,
where early antibiotic response is desirable. In addition, the V4 region of the 16S rRNA
gene cannot discriminate exact species of several clinically relevant otopathogens.
Namely, Haemophilus influenzae has a V4 sequence identical to that of H. haemolyticus,
which is nonencapsulated (i.e., nontypeable) and generally considered nonpathogenic.
Furthermore, Streptococcus pneumoniae has a V4 sequence identical to that of Strep-
tococcus pseudopneumoniae, and even more importantly, nearly identical to those of
several other streptococci, and therefore, the pneumococcus-specific PCR tests, includ-
ing ours, have long used the autolysin gene (lytA) rather than the poorly informative
16S rRNA gene. Also, numerous species of the genus Staphylococcus are indiscriminate
in the V4 region. Specific PCR assays are thus needed for such agents, but for
surprisingly many organisms, including those of potential clinical relevance, no pub-
lished primer sequences are known.

In conclusion, our work has shown the composition of microbial middle ear flora in
AOM in children, excluded the possibility of a large gap between the known agents and
the total bacterial load, and demonstrated that 16S profiling by mass sequencing can
confer information hardly obtainable by other methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and their MEF samples. Children were enrolled at the Department of Otorhinolaryngology,

Tampere University Hospital, Tampere, Finland, between September 2010 and December 2011. The
diagnosis of AOM was based on the presence of MEF with signs of inflammation of the tympanic
membrane, or alternatively, otorrhea through a tympanostomy tube or a spontaneous perforation of the
tympanic membrane and symptoms of acute respiratory infection.

The MEF specimens were collected after myringotomy with a sterile suction tip. In children with
tympanostomy tubes or spontaneous perforations of the eardrum, MEF specimens were obtained from
the middle ear by suction. The sample set was identical to what had been described in our previous study
(12). The study protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Tampere University Hospital
(reference number R10026), and written informed consent was obtained from all participating families.

Processing of the samples, culture, and pathogen-specific PCR. The workflow diagram of sample
processing is shown in Fig. 4. One aliquot of each MEF sample was obtained for bacterial culture, and
another aliquot was immediately frozen and stored at �70°C until DNA extraction, specific PCR tests, and
nested 16S rRNA gene mass-sequencing profiling were performed. Bacterial culturing, the extraction of
nucleic acids, and pathogen-specific PCR for six candidate pathogens (H. influenzae, A. otitidis, M. ca-
tarrhalis, S. pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Staphylococcus aureus) have been described
previously (12). Bacterial cultures were performed aerobically. The result was listed as negative if no
bacterial growth was seen. Other flora consisted of atypical bacteria found in minute quantities. In our
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previous study (12), we tested the present sample set using semiquantitative real-time PCR assays for
H. influenzae, A. otitidis, M. catarrhalis (the three assays were targeted to the 16S rRNA gene with
primers by Holder et al. [24] and a probe previously used by Nadkarni et al. [33]), S. pneumoniae (34),
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (35), and Staphylococcus aureus (36).

Profiling of the bacterial populations using next-generation sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene.
Due to the character of MEF from acute otitis media in children, the total bacterial load in most samples
was low, and reliable microbiome profiling was not achievable by only a single round of PCR (data not
shown). We therefore designed a nested PCR amplification protocol for the V4 region of the 16S rRNA
gene, followed by next-generation sequencing of the second-round products.

We first preamplified the region of interest using primers flanking the 16S rRNA gene variable regions
V3 and V5: 2 �l of DNA was added to a 15-�l reaction mixture containing 1� HotStar Taq buffer, a total
concentration of 3.0 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM each deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP), 670 nM primers
16S_V3F (CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG [37]) and 16S_V5R (CCCGTCAATTCMTTTRAGT [38]), 200 nM fluores-
cent TaqMan probe “16S_probe” (CGTATTACCGCGGCTGCTGGCAC [33]), and 0.4 unit Qiagen HotStar Taq
polymerase (buffer, magnesium, and polymerase; Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). All chemicals and
consumables whose character allowed it (water, buffers, and magnesium solution) were first
irradiated in a UV DNA cross-linker using an energy of 5 J; this step should fragment or eliminate
possible contaminating DNA.

The first round of amplification was performed with 15 min of initial denaturation and polymerase
unblocking at 95°C and a given number of cycles consisting of 15 s of denaturation at 94°C, 1 min of
annealing with data collection at 60°C, and 1 min of synthesis at 72°C. Every sample and control was run
in three replicates that differed by the length of amplification in this first round of PCR: 25, 30, and 35
cycles. The positive controls were five serial dilutions of the mock community (BEI Resources), and the
negative controls were positions with extracts from sterile water instead of MEF; the controls were
amplified by these three programs, being irregularly interspersed among the clinical samples.

The PCR products of the first round were then diluted 1:9 with UV-irradiated PCR water and subjected
to the second round of PCR. Here, we used indexed primers flanking variable region V4 of the 16S rRNA
gene according to the method of Kozich et al. (39). The primers carried adapters enabling next-
generation sequencing and indices that distinguished the samples from each other. The reaction mixture
contained 1� HotStar Taq buffer, a total concentration of 3.0 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM each dNTP, 500 nM
indexed forward and reverse primer, probe “16S_V4_IN_PROBE” to assess the amplification (6-carboxy-
fluorescein [FAM]-CATTYCACCGCTACAC-dark quencher, minor groove binder; own design), 0.5 U HotStar
Taq polymerase (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), and 2 �l of the diluted product of the first round (thus, every
sample was run in three replicates differing by the number of first-round cycles). The program consisted
of 15 min at 95°C, 30 cycles of 15 s of denaturation at 94°C, 1 min of annealing and data collection at
60°C, and 30 s of synthesis at 72°C. Several randomly chosen positions were checked on an agarose gel.

The set of reactions included negative controls of the whole process (18 positions with PCR water
added either into the DNA extraction or at various levels of the downstream process), as well as positive
controls of the PCR. We utilized 330 of the total of 384 possible index combinations, irregularly
positioning the replicates of individual samples into the primer index grid. The remaining positions were
left empty, but data were collected in order to assess false signals.

The products of the second PCR round, i.e., indexed libraries, were first purified by using AMPure
magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA) added to the product in an 8:10 ratio. Next, we

FIG 4 Workflow of the study. *, data from specific PCR tests of these pathogens come from our previous
study (12).
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diluted the purified libraries with water at a 1:10,000 ratio and quantified them by using the KAPA library
quantification kit (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA) that targets the sequencing adapters and, thus,
quantifies only fragments amenable to next-generation sequencing. Using these quantitation data, the
libraries were equalized to a single concentration of 2 nM and pooled. The pool was mixed with 25% PhiX
DNA (Illumina), an addition necessary for the MiSeq sequencing instrument (Illumina) in order to
compensate for an unwanted homogeneity of fluorescence signal generated by conserved regions of the
PCR products. After denaturation, the pool was sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq instrument using a 2 �
250 base-sequencing kit (Illumina).

Bioinformatic processing of the mass sequencing data and elimination of signal arising from
the recombinant polymerase. After demultiplexing the reads, the mothur suite version 1.25.0 (40) was
used to merge, trim, and filter the reads. The sequences were then transferred with a custom Python
script into the Qiime suite, version 1.9.1 (41), where we removed chimeras by using usearch version
5.2.236 (42), merged replicates of the same sample, and clustered the sequences into operational
taxonomic units (OTUs) based on a similarity of 97% or more. For each OTU, the most abundant
sequence was selected as a representative of the respective OTU. Sequences were identified and
taxonomically classified using the Silva database version 108 (43), and the assignment of the 150
most frequent ones was also manually curated using the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) 16S database.

The signals observed in the profiling consisted of bacteria present in the ear fluid and of the artifacts
arising most likely from the residual DNA in the recombinant Taq polymerase. To eliminate the artifacts,
we utilized the profiles obtained from negative controls processed in the same sequencing run: such
signals helped to identify which bacterial species were contaminants from the polymerase and to
subtract their OTUs from the analysis of the ear fluid samples. There were several distinct signals present
in the negative-control profiles in approximately constant mutual ratios, all originating from bacteria
predominantly occurring in the environment and the prevalent ones never before implicated in human
disease (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).

The efficacy of the 16S rRNA gene profiling was assessed using the standard mock community, whose
analysis was run in 18 replicates also differing by the number of PCR cycles in the first PCR round. The
instances of these reactions were randomly scattered across the sample index map.

After subtraction of the contaminant signal arising from reaction mixture components, we filtered
the ensuing OTUs for minimum read count (�20) and minimum occurrence (�3 samples). Then, the
reads were normalized to 10,000 per sample and OTUs ordered by the total count of normalized reads;
taxa were retained if they represented over 3% of the signal in at least two samples and otherwise were
removed. Finally, taxa were tabulated at the levels of genera and species against the sample identifiers.
The table was manually inspected, and relevant species verified or further taxonomically sorted using
specific PCR and Sanger sequencing.

Performance measures of 16S mass sequencing. The sequencing yielded 8 million reads, of which
59% were aligned to the PhiX phage: the addition of this phage DNA is necessary for technical reasons
inherent to the MiSeq sequencer. Among individual index combinations (replicates), the count of 16S
rRNA gene reads ranged from 593 to 18,000 (median 3,460; interquartile range [IQR], 2,272 to 4,675), with
the exception of six instances where amplification failed. Consequently, six samples were analyzed in
duplicates, whereas the rest were analyzed in triplicates.

Nineteen of 21 species in the control mock community were correctly identified, with the exceptions
of Staphylococcus epidermidis, which could be classified only to the level of genus by using the V4 region
(a known problem with the resolution ability of the V4 region), and of Propionibacterium acnes, which was
not detected, most likely due to terminal mismatches of both primers to its sequence.

Eighteen no-template control positions with amplified water were randomly scattered throughout
the map of index combinations. Because we let the signal originating from the residual DNA in the
recombinant polymerase develop fully in these negative controls, we consistently observed a profile
consisting of strong signals from Acidovorax and related genera and weaker signals from Pelomonas,
Ralstonia, Undibacterium, Sphingobium, Sphingomonas, and several other bacterial genera (see Fig. S1 in
the supplemental material). These taxa (OTUs) originating from the Taq polymerase were subtracted and
disregarded in the downstream analysis of ear fluid samples.

Verification of selected signals from 16S profiling. In addition to the real-time quantification
data obtained in the previous study (S. pneumoniae, H. influenzae, M. catarrhalis, Alloiococcus otitidis,
Staphylococcus aureus, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa [12]), the results of the 16S profiling stimulated
the need for specific confirmatory PCR tests for verification of further OTUs. Specifically, these were
OTUs containing T. otitidis, Veillonella spp., Prevotella spp., and Staphylococcus auricularis. The tests
were real-time PCRs with a hydrolysis TaqMan probe annealing within the V4 region, whose primers
were designed from an alignment of all observed OTUs from our 16S profiling (see Table S1 in the
supplemental material). The reactions were specific within the limited repertoire observed in the
present study plus the strains of the control mock community, but it should be noted that these
reactions mostly lack absolute specificity within the whole kingdom of Bacteria (Silva Test Prime
webpage [44]). The PCR products of positive samples were confirmed by bidirectional Sanger
sequencing.

Accession number(s). The sequencing data, along with clinical and laboratory metadata, have been
deposited in the Sequence Read Archive (NCBI) under GenBank accession number SRP079688 (BioProject
no. PRJNA327935).
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material for this article may be found at https://doi.org/10.1128/

mSphere.00006-17.
FIG S1, PDF file, 0.1 MB.
TABLE S1, PDF file, 0.05 MB.
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